Introduction.
In this paper we investigate the convergence of the variations of Bernstein polynomials. The nth Bernstein polynomial of the real function/ is defined to be n (1.1) Bnfix) = J^fir/n)pnrix) where pnrix) m C",rxr(l -x)n~r r=0 for xG [0, l] . We denote the total variation of Bnf by VBnf. It is shown in [3] that for any/and n, (1.2) VBJ g Z I / (-) -/ (-) I ^ V/, r=o \ n / \n / and also that Theorem (1.1). If f is of bounded variation, then VBnf converges to the variation off, computed only over points of continuity off.
In view of the fact that Bnf depends only on the rational values of /, we have considered functions/, defined only on the rationals, which we call "skeletons,"
as in the paper of Herzog and Hill [2] . For functions/ and g, we have (1.3) | VBnf -VBng | g V(27/ -Bng) = WBn(J -g).
Hence we study conditions under which VBnf->0 for a single function. Herzog there exist bounded skeletons such that the above sums are Oinll2A") lor an arbitrary monotone sequence An-»+<*> but such that VB"J -> + =° for a subsequence {«*}.
2. Preliminary notions. Most of the facts which will be needed can be found in [2] or [3] . In particular, we need the following:
Remark ( Furthermore, (c) there is a bounded skeleton vanishing off some Ia with the sums 0(nlir), and such that VBnJ> M for someM>0 and a subsequence {nk}. Finally, (d) there is a bounded skeleton f which vanishes off some I a with the above sums of order 0(nl,2An) for monotone sequences An->+ » however slowly, but such that V£n/ is unbounded. If'we let x = r/n, it follows from Remark (2.3) that with k even, we put gnir/n) = 1 and for all other rationals, put g" =0. Then if x is the midpoint of anj7, with k even,
because of Remarks (2.1) and (2.2). Also, if x' is the midpoint of an Ik, for ^odd, then
Hence the oscillation of B"g"ix) on Ik\JIk+i is at least §, so that (3.8) V5"g" ^ §(w -1) > -»l/« 10 for large n; also Z?=o gnir/n) <n. Next we modify the g" by putting fn = Ann-1'2gn. Then 0g/"gl on [0, l] and (3.9) VBnfn S -An, Z/" (-^ g ^B«i/». 10 _o \ n / Now choose {«4} to be a sequence of relatively prime integers increasing so rapidly that (3.10) nu-\Ank_1 g $w* ^4»t.
Define a skeleton / by putting/(r/»*) =/.,(r/»i) for 0grg«t and /=0 at other rationals. Then 2wft Ank ^ 2m yln.
Thus/is bounded, VBnf unbounded and the sums are 0(ninAn). Part (c) follows from the same argument except that we let/" = «-1/2g". If we remove the boundedness restriction on/ we can simply define/ to be Ankn\/2 at only one r ior each nk as long as r/nkElA, and 0 elsewhere.
4. An example. Define a skeleton by f(p/q) = 1/q when p and q are relatively prime, and p/qElA ior some 0<^4 < §. Put/ = 0 on [0, l] -Ia-By considering n of the form 2N, it is easy to show
Thus/ is not of bounded variation even with respect to the rationals, so that neither (1.2) nor Theorem (1.1) applies. However,Theorem Bibliography
